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Abstract 

The identification of large-scale atmospheric patterns associated with tornado outbreaks poses a 

great challenge. It involves analysis of physical processes occurring at different time and space 

scales that, in the right configuration, result in environmental conditions favoring tornado outbreak 

formation. Over the years, there have been numerous studies that utilize the notion of ‘tornado 

outbreaks.’ The term has been used to define severe weather events where the occurrence of 

multiple tornados has been determined. The exact meaning of ‘tornado outbreak,’ however, has 

been repeatedly redefined and has evolved throughout the years. Depending on the availability of 

scientific data, technological advancements, and purpose of these definitions, different authors 

offered diverse approaches to shape the perception and applications of ‘tornado outbreak.’ This 

work provides an extensive review of the evolving nature of the ‘tornado outbreak’ definition. 

Each decade contains multiple examples of manuscripts that contributed to either changes in the 

tornado outbreak definition or its perception.  

This work also offers a statistical approach that can be used to define tornado outbreak events and 

identify historic cases from the tornado report database of the National Weather Service’s Storm 

Prediction Center. The approach was informed by the review of tornado outbreak definitions and 

used kernel density estimation to identify 4,991 outbreaks from 1950 to 2017 –– an average of 73 

outbreaks per year. Applying a data-driven threshold of seven or more tornados in a cluster, 333 

major tornado outbreaks were found to occur east of the Rocky Mountains throughout the 68 years 

of the analysis. The highest count of tornado outbreaks by month was found in May. 

Finally, to support efforts directed towards research on large-scale atmospheric patterns and 

subseasonal forecasting of tornado outbreaks, this study applies principal component analysis 
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(PCA), hierarchical clustering, and silhouette analysis to identify synoptic-scale patterns of 500-

hPa geopotential height associated with tornado outbreaks in the United States. The PCA was 

performed on a similarity matrix derived from monthly 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies 

from the 20th Century Reanalysis during times when tornado outbreaks initiated. The analysis was 

performed using T-mode decomposition for observations during May from 1950 to 2014. To 

determine the number of PC patterns to retain, congruence coefficient analysis on loadings from 

Promax and Varimax transformations was performed. The PC analysis identified two major 

atmospheric patterns for the month of May. To validate these results, two additional statistical 

methods were used: hierarchical clustering and silhouette analysis. Both methods identified the 

same patterns as the PC analysis, and thus validated our results. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Multi-tornado events that cause large damage to property, infrastructure, and people are common 

in the United States (U.S.). According to Schneider et al. (2006) [1], the majority of tornado-related 

fatalities result from tornado outbreaks. In the U.S., typically the atmospheric conditions that are 

most conducive to the formation of tornados, either as isolated events or as a part of a major 

outbreak, occur east of the Rocky Mountains. For example, one of the biggest tornado outbreaks 

in recent history occurred on 25-28 April 2011 in the Southeastern U.S. and caused 316 fatalities, 

2700 injuries, and over $4.2 billion dollars of economic losses across five states [2-3]. With a 

continued increase in population density and expansion of urban areas, communities and 

businesses located in areas prone to tornado-outbreak impacts remain vulnerable. Considering the 

significance of such damaging events, research on the climatology of tornado outbreaks is of great 

importance. 

Numerous studies over past decades utilized the notion of ‘tornado outbreak;’ however, there were 

many different definitions and criteria by which tornado outbreaks were classified, including some 

that did not include any specific characteristics that could be measured or quantified, such as 

‘group’ or ‘family’ of tornados. As noted by Galway (1977) [4], “A tornado ‘outbreak’ can mean 

many things to many people.” The diversity of approaches regarding the use of the term often 

reflected individual research goals of investigators. For instance, Pautz (1969) [5] counted the 

number of tornados in a day and grouped tornado outbreaks into three categories: a ‘small family 

outbreak’ with 6 to 10 tornados, a ‘moderate family outbreak’ with 11 to 20 tornados, and a ‘large 

family outbreak’ with more than 20 tornados. A more specific definition, including magnitude of 

the tornados and its spatial characteristics, was provided by Grazulis (1990) [6]. In his work, 
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tornado outbreaks were considered in the context of outbreaks of significant tornados, defined as 

F-2 or greater on the Fujita scale, and with total path lengths exceeding 100 miles [6].  

Further, tornado outbreaks also were studied in association to specific geographic regions [7-8]. 

One such region was Florida due to its particular geographic location. For example, Hagemeyer 

(1994) [9] defined tornado outbreak as the “occurrence of four or more tornados in four hours or 

less at, or south of, 30° latitude” and added that the tornados needed to be related to the same 

synoptic forcing mechanisms. Numerous research examples used definitions that focused on 

multiple variables or statistical modeling [10-12]. Consequently, the term was attributed in many 

contexts to events that had a different number of reported tornados as well as associated 

magnitudes, durations, or spatial distribution. In addition, the term was applied in the context of 

famous events, such as the “jumbo outbreak” of 3 April 1974 [13-15], the “Super outbreak” of 27 

April 2011 [16-18], or the “the Super Tuesday outbreak” on 5-6 February 2008 [19-21]. 

Additionally, the term ‘outbreak’ was used to describe other types of severe weather events, such 

as convective storms, regardless of whether the event included tornado reports or not [12]. 

Therefore, there was not any general agreement or acceptance of what constitutes a tornado 

outbreak and, depending on the requirements of the research project or scientific application, the 

definition remains adaptable.  

Owing to the potential impacts of tornados on life and property, studies of tornadic storms and 

tornadic storm systems are of great interest among scientists around the world. Accurate forecasts 

of potential tornado outbreaks are essential, considering the significant potential for loss of 

property and life. One key feature to improvements in tornado outbreak forecasts is understanding 

what and how environmental conditions favor the formation of tornados and tornado outbreaks. 

Characterization of the atmospheric conditions that are necessary for tornado development, such 
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as high instability, vertical wind shear, and a lifting mechanism to name few, has been the subject 

of much research [22-26]. Typically, tornado outbreaks are forced by large-scale drivers, such as 

synoptic-scale atmospheric patterns [27]. An example of such patterns is the shift in the jet stream 

associated with different phases of El Niño-Southern Oscillation [28-29]. The relationship of the 

major tornado outbreaks and associated atmospheric patterns, such as high- and low-pressure 

systems, are of interest in this research. This study will focus on an analysis of patterns that occur 

in the mid-troposphere (at 500 hPa), a level associated with energy and momentum for tornado 

outbreaks. The primary goal of this work is to identify and describe mid-tropospheric, geopotential 

height patterns that occur most often in association with historic tornado outbreaks. 

Chapter 2 of this manuscript provides an extensive review –– by decade –– of the evolving nature 

of the term ‘tornado outbreak,’ with multiple examples of manuscripts that contributed to the 

changes in tornado outbreak definition. Additionally, Chapter 2 outlines an updated statistical 

approach to identify tornado outbreaks from a historic record of tornado reports. Chapter 3 

identifies and characterizes the atmospheric patterns associated with major tornado outbreaks, and 

Chapter 4 summarizes the main results. 
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Chapter II: A systematic way of tornado outbreak classification 

1. Introduction 

Each year, the United States is affected by at least a few tornado outbreaks [1] that cause large 

damage to property and infrastructure and pose a great threat to people. According to Schneider et 

al. (2006), the majority of tornado-related fatalities in the United States result from tornado 

outbreaks [2]. Major tornado outbreaks are particularly dangerous because they consist of multiple, 

often violent (EF4-EF5), long-track tornados that generally persist on the ground for tens of 

minutes and, thus, are likely to affect populated areas [3]. Considering the significance of such 

damaging events to communities and businesses located in areas prone to severe weather, it is 

essential to study the climatology of tornado outbreaks.  

Over the years, numerous studies have utilized the notion of ‘tornado outbreaks,’ and the concept 

of an outbreak has become common. However, the term ‘tornado outbreak’ has not been 

universally agreed upon [4]. Some definitions fail to describe specific characteristics that could be 

measured or quantified. For example, the Glossary of Meteorology from American Meteorological 

Society (AMS) defines a tornado outbreak as “multiple tornado occurrences associated with a 

particular synoptic-scale system,” but the AMS does not mention how many tornados of what 

magnitude meet the requirements of “multiple” [5]. Other definitions focus on selective 

characteristics, such as a threshold of a specific number of tornados [6], or multiple variables and 

statistical modeling techniques to distinguish tornado outbreaks [7]. Consequently, the term has 

been attributed to events that had a different number of reported tornados, magnitudes, durations, 

or spatial distribution, and it has been applied in the context of famous events, such as the “jumbo 

outbreak” of 3 April 1974 [8]. Additionally, the term ‘outbreak’ has been used interchangeably to 
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describe other types of severe weather events, such as convective storms, regardless of whether 

the event included tornado reports or not [9]. As a result, there is no universal acceptance of what 

constitutes a tornado outbreak, and the definition remains adaptable depending on the requirements 

of a given research project. 

The evolution of tornado outbreak definitions and classifications throughout the decades will be 

presented. This review will build a context for a recommendation of a data-driven, statistical 

approach to define tornado outbreaks proposed in this research. Using this proposed definition, 

historic cases of major tornado outbreaks will be identified and later used in the analysis of 

atmospheric patterns.  

 

2. Tornado outbreak definitions in historic literature 

As research into tornado development and impacts grew, various definitions of ‘tornado outbreaks’ 

arose. This diversity results from several reasons. First, over the past 70 years, the availability and 

quality of tornado-related meteorological data have changed tremendously. It is a collective result 

of (1) an increase in sample size with each new year in the historical record, (2) changes in tornado 

detection techniques, such as the introduction of Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler 

(WSR-88D; [10]), and (3) the modification of methods that guided the process of collecting reports 

(e.g., establishment of the Fujita [11] and Enhanced Fujita scales [12]). Second, a significant 

increase in tornado reporting statistics, especially in the number of weak tornado reports [13], has 

resulted from the expansion of the observational network. Namely, an increase in population 

density, urbanization, and better public severe weather awareness have caused more people to be 

attentive to weather conditions [10]. Furthermore, the recent proliferation of recording devices in 
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smartphones with an internet connection has enabled almost instant confirmation of tornado 

existence and, in some recent cases, live streaming of tornado development, even from remote 

places in the United States. This evolution of tornado reporting has been discussed by many authors 

[14-17] who described non-meteorological factors influencing individual tornados in the historical 

record. Naturally, by extension, changes in the tornado database have influenced how to define a 

tornado outbreak simply by offering a longer, more specific record of individual tornados used in 

new types of analyses. Finally, improvements in computational power, as well as new software 

and programming tools, over the past few decades have drastically increased the speed of data 

processing. Consequently, mining large datasets has become more approachable and time efficient, 

thus offering new ways to explore tornado datasets with sophisticated statistical techniques and 

adding new perspectives to tornado outbreak definition.  

Considering these many changes, a comprehensive review of tornado outbreak definitions and 

underlying their approaches over the decades has been presented below.  

 2.1 1950-1960 

The term ‘tornado outbreak’ started wide appearance in the scientific literature in the middle of 

the past century. The first publication that mentioned tornado outbreak can be traced to 1951. 

Major Fawbush, Captain Miller, and Captain Starrett, from the United States (U.S.) Air Force and 

the Air Weather Service of Tinker’s Air Force Base in Oklahoma City, presented empirical 

methods of tornado development forecasting [18]. In this work, the forecasters described the 

synoptic situation of a frontal system where “seven individual tornados, with paths up to 30 miles 

in length” (p. 8) were recorded by the U.S. Weather Bureau. In their manuscript, they used 

‘outbreak of tornados’ interchangeably with ‘outbreak of storms;’ thus, it is unclear if the authors 
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used the term ‘outbreak’ in association with tornados only, or only to emphasize the unusual scale 

of a storm event. Carr (1952) published a report on the tornados that occurred on 21-22 March 

1952 and affected the lower Mississippi and Tennessee Valleys [19]. Despite the fact that 

‘outbreak’ in his publication meant only “a series of tornados” (p. 50), this paper was one of the 

first to focus on a specific, individual event of multiple tornados and included a description of 

atmospheric conditions leading to the event.  

The first extensive listing of tornado outbreaks appears in the book titled, “Tornados of the United 

States” from 1953 [20]. Here, Flora defined ‘outbreak’ as a “family or series of tornados […] that 

occur in groups that break out approximately the same hour or within a few hours of each other” 

(p. 207). Other contemporary publications used the term ‘outbreak’ to describe the severity of a 

tornado event. For instance, Van Tassel (1955) published “The North Platte Valley tornado 

outbreak of June 27, 1955” [21], wherein ‘tornado outbreak’ referred to one particularly strong 

tornado, specifically “the largest and most devastating tornado in the history of western Nebraska” 

(p. 255).  

Beebe (1956), a researcher and operational meteorologist from the U.S. Weather Bureau’s Severe 

Local Storms Forecast Center in Kansas City, was the first author to define a tornado outbreak. In 

his 1956 publication [22], an outbreak was defined as “one in which 3 or more tornadoes occurred 

within a specific area and at least 2 of these tornadoes were separated by a distance of 100 miles 

or more” (p. 140). By the end of the decade, the term ‘tornado outbreak’ had been used loosely in 

publications mostly referring to severe weather events with multiple tornados but with no details 

on the number of tornados or other threshold conditions [23-27]. 
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 2.2 1960-1970 

Literature in the 1960s included a little more detail to the definition of a tornado outbreak. In that 

decade, Wolford (1960) proposed a tornado outbreak definition in “Tornado occurrences in the 

United States” [28]: a “family-type series of tornadoes, that travel in the same direction, following 

parallel paths that are rather close together, within a space of few hours in the same State or section 

of the country” (p.12). The term “family-type” associated with tornado outbreaks was commonly 

used in the literature of this decade [29-32]. It is not entirely clear, however, if this term referred 

to Wolford’s definition that suggested parallel tornado paths or to the previous definition from 

Flora (1953) that named any group of tornados (including multiple tornados from a single storm) 

as a family of tornados. Judging from the characterization of the events included in the 

publications, most authors likely were distinguishing between multiple independent events as 

“family-like tornado outbreaks,” and instances where multiple tornados occurred from a single 

storm as a “multiple tornado outbreak” [33].  

O’Connor (1965) was the first author to describe the Palm Sunday tornado outbreak, which at the 

time was “the second greatest tornado disaster in the Nation’s history in terms of the number dead 

(271)” [34, p. 465]. Only a few tornado outbreaks in modern history were remembered by a 

specific name due to the magnitude of destruction that they caused. The Palm Sunday tornado 

outbreak was one of them, documented and analyzed by many authors [35-40].  

Finally, Pautz (1969) grouped tornado outbreaks into three categories: a ‘small family outbreak’ 

with 6 to 10 tornados, a ‘moderate family outbreak’ with 11 to 20 tornados, and a ‘large family 

outbreak’ with more than 20 tornados [41]. He also defined the term ‘family outbreak’  

as the occurrence of six or more tornados on one tornado day over a relatively small area, with  
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no clarification what a ‘tornado day’ or ‘small area’ were. This publication marked the end of the 

decade with the first definition of tornado outbreak based on a number of observed tornados and 

some general guidance for classifying the sizes of outbreaks. 

 2.3 1970-1980 

New understanding of tornados that arose in the 1970s modernized the approaches to 

characterizing individual tornados and, consequently, helped to generate new tornado outbreak 

classifications. Fujita (1971) documented results from the Tornado Watch Experiment project [42], 

which investigated satellite-viewed cloud characteristics in relation to tornado occurrences. This 

report suggested that the characterization of individual tornados should be based on two measures: 

tornado intensity and area of impact. To address this idea, Fujita [42] proposed a new six-level 

scale based on damaging wind ranges. The Fujita scale, or F-scale, assigned a tornado intensity 

using estimates of wind speeds from structural or tree damage and classified tornados as Gale (F0), 

Weak (F1), Strong (F2), Severe (F3), Devastating (F4), and Incredible (F5) [42]. In addition, 

tornado-affected areas also were categorized by size as Trace (TR), Decimicro (DM), Micro (MI), 

Meso (ME), Macro (MA), Giant (GI), and Decagiant (DG).  

The adoption of the Fujita scale in tornado outbreak research allowed scientists to compare one 

aspect of the damage magnitude among tornados within an outbreak. For example, the scale was 

used to examine individual tornados in one of the most famous outbreaks in U.S. history –– the 

“Jumbo” tornado outbreak of 3 April 1974 [43-46]. The new classification based on storm damage 

transformed the way in which tornados were reported and gave a possibility for exploration of new 

tornado outbreak definitions that now could include the magnitude of an event.   
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A quite different approach to tornado outbreak classification was introduced by Maddox and Gray 

(1973). In their publication, tornado outbreaks were grouped into ‘tornado outbreak days’ to 

analyze atmospheric conditions closely associated with tornados using respective proximity 

soundings. A ‘tornado outbreak day’ was defined as “a day on which an unusually large number 

(roughly twenty or more) of destructive tornadoes occurred over a contiguous region of radius 

approximately 200 nautical miles” [47, p. 2]. This work was the first one to incorporate the number 

of tornados and to add specific temporal and spatial characteristics to the tornado outbreak 

definition.  

Two years later, Galway (1975) reintroduced the tornado outbreak definition from 1969 of  

six tornados or more [41], with a slight modification to number of tornados in each category [48]. 

The definition classified small outbreaks with 6 to 9 tornados, moderate with 10 to 19 tornados, 

and large with 20 or more. Subsequently, Galway (1977) presented yet another approach [49] 

whereby an ‘outbreak’ was defined as 10 or more tornados from a single organized weather system. 

Further, tornado outbreaks were divided into three categories: local, progressive, and line. The 

‘local outbreak’ was defined as an outbreak with a maximum duration of seven hours and area of 

activity confined to a circular envelope of ~1.0*104 nm2 (i.e., square nautical miles). A 

‘progressive outbreak’ was characterized as an outbreak that progressed (or advanced) from west 

to east within a duration of 9.5 h on average, where the distance between first and last tornado 

report was greater than 350 nm, and the activity envelope was at least 5.4*104 nm2. Finally, a ‘line 

outbreak’ was defined as an outbreak “with a limited eastward progression that forms on an axis, 

generally oriented north-south” (p. 478) with a duration of about 8 h, and an area of 5.9*104 nm2. 

Galway’s tornado outbreak definition from 1977, conceptually close to that of Maddox and Gray 

(1973), was first to portion spatial and temporal classifications into smaller bins to capture more 
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detailed character of tornado outbreaks. His work showed an emerging pattern of utilizing the 

outbreak definition as a tool in a quest to define precursor conditions leading to tornado outbreak 

development.  

 2.4 1980-1990 

At the turn of the 1980s, comprehensive studies of the statistical properties of tornados, such as 

the average number of tornados within a certain distance of given point or statistical center of 

tornadic activity, became popular [50-51]. Scientists conducted detailed analyses of information 

gathered in various tornado databases to acquire new information about U.S. tornado probabilities, 

climatologies, and risk assessments [52-56]. By the end of the 1970s, researchers noticed that there 

were multiple inconsistencies present in current tornado databases [57-58]. Namely, some of the 

early reports of tornados contained spatial and temporal inconsistencies in the reports of the same 

events, such as, for example, one long-track tornado passing simultaneously through two different 

cities separated by a distance of almost 70 miles [59]. Another matter in question, causing heated 

discussions among scholars, was the use of the Fujita scale rating and viability of the assigned 

categories [60-62]. Consequently, there emerged an increased need for verification of tornado 

databases and improvement in quality of the tornado record [63-67].  

In addition, awareness of data inconsistencies in the databases raised questions about the definition 

of a tornado itself and, by extension, tornado outbreaks. The current definition, formulated in 1959, 

defined a tornado as “a violently rotating column of air, pendant from a cumulonimbus cloud, and 

nearly always observable as a funnel cloud or tuba” [68, p. 638]. Many tornados documented in 

contemporary (late 1970’s) literature failed to meet those criteria [69-73]. Therefore, Forbes and 

Wakimoto (1983) offered a new, “more pragmatic” tornado definition, where a “vortex is 
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classified as tornado if (i) it produces at least F0 damage or exhibits wind speeds capable of 

producing such damage and (ii) if it forms in association with the wind field of a thunderstorm or 

its accompanying mesoscale features, such as the gust front and flanking line” [74, p. 232]. 

Following this definition, they analyzed a case study of 18 tornados resulting from a bow-echo 

structure on 6 August 1977 and compared the density of tornado occurrences in that event with 

that of the “super outbreak” of 3 April 1974. The spatial separation of tornados from the 1977 

event was roughly a factor of 10 greater than that of the 1974 event. Such a high density of tornados 

in a single event encouraged the idea of a ‘concentrated tornado outbreak’ [74], where an outbreak 

was defined by many weak tornados that did not have to be associated with cumulonimbus clouds. 

As may be expected, however, many researchers continued with the definitions of tornado 

outbreaks offered by previous authors [75-77] or applied the term to major events characterized 

by multiple strong tornados, fatalities, and property damage [78-82].  

Statistical analysis of different weather events that produced tornados was not the only measure 

by which scientists investigated tornado outbreaks in the 1980s. Some focused on the 

corresponding environmental atmospheric conditions, such as humidity, wind, pressure, or kinetic 

energy, at different atmospheric levels that occurred prior to and during a specific tornado outbreak 

event. The often-studied Red River Valley tornado outbreak from 10–11 April 1979 was one 

example [82-90]. Many of these studies were possible to undertake because of the availability of 

new, detailed data resulting from routine observations and measurements taken systematically 

from radiosonde, satellite, mobile soundings, and radar observations [91-94]. The abundance of 

observational datasets and techniques employed individually or collectively [73] in the 1980s 

allowed progressive development of research aiming not only to improve the quality of the tornado 
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record, but also analyses of individual components of atmospheric conditions and their roles in the 

process of tornado outbreak development.  

 2.5 1990-2000 

In the early 1990s, the study of tornado outbreaks gravitated towards concepts inspired by the 

research of the preceding decade. While analyzing past major tornado outbreaks, Grazulis (1990) 

noted limitations in the tornado database [95] such as a“ bias in both tornado documentation and 

the Fujita scale rating process” (p. 131), leading to a conclusion that the distribution of tornado 

risk still was not well understood. Major tornado outbreaks were defined in his work as outbreaks 

of significant tornados (F2-F5, later expanded to include any tornado that caused death) with total 

path lengths exceeding 100 miles [95-96]. In subsequent work, Grazulis (1993) based a tornado 

outbreak on Galway (1975) [48] and defined it as “a group or a family of six or more tornados 

which are spawned by the same general weather system” [97, p. 13]. In this definition, a small 

outbreak could include six tornados from two different thunderstorms in advance of a cold front; 

however, if the six tornados were scattered across different weather systems, they would not be 

treated as an outbreak. Simultaneously, Grazulis (1993) extended the definition to include 

information on the gap between the end of one outbreak and the start of another.  

He marked this gap as a threshold of a “six-hour lull in tornado activity” and underscored that  

an outbreak did not have to be confined to a single calendar day [97]. Previous tornado outbreak 

definitions (e.g., Galway (1977)) continued to be in use during this time period [98-99].  

Meanwhile, research focusing on individual cases of tornado outbreaks, such as the 15 June 1988 

Colorado outbreak [100-101], continued to apply radar and satellite technologies to test new 

hypotheses and to compare different analysis tools [102]. Additionally, given the proliferation of 
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popular and inexpensive video cameras [103], photogrammetric analyses of tornados were 

reestablished. New or evolving observational capabilities and enhanced computational resources 

led to the advent of improved computer modeling, resulting in more accurate numerical weather 

simulations. That advancement was beneficial for research on tornado outbreaks and contributed 

to improvements of prediction [104], enhancement of the understanding of the environmental 

conditions favoring the evolution of tornado outbreaks [105], and acceleration of the development 

of tornado outbreak simulations for comparison and analysis of damage paths [106-107]. Analyses 

of the damage potential of tornado outbreaks also were conducted. For example, Doswell et al. 

(1993) found that outbreak-related tornados were capable of the highest damage potential of any 

tornados and that they were usually produced by supercells [108].  

While research on synoptic-scale environmental conditions for outbreaks had been performed 

frequently [82-90, 108-110], it was only since the 1990s that scale-dependent research on tornado 

outbreaks began to increase [111-113]. Particular attention in this decade was dedicated to 

mesoscale processes associated with tornado outbreaks, such as kinematic and thermodynamic 

conditions supporting tornado outbreaks [114-117]. Researchers found that certain mesoscale 

features contributed not only to the dynamics of tornado outbreaks but also to the longevity of the 

supercell storms that produced tornados [118]. In some research, tornado outbreaks were analyzed 

through the lens of particular geographic region [119-120], with a main focus on the improvement 

of regional knowledge, forecasting, and warnings of those events. An example of such regionally 

centered research was the study of tornado outbreaks occurring in distinctive geographic locations, 

such as Florida [121-125]. Hagemeyer (1994) noted that because peninsular Florida was isolated 

from surrounding states, a unique regional definition of tornado outbreak was needed [126]. In this 

work, a tornado outbreak was defined as the “occurrence of four or more tornados in four hours or 
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less at, or south of, 30° latitude” (p. 3), adding that tornados within an outbreak needed to be related 

to the same synoptic forcing mechanisms [126]. He used this definition later to analyze the tornado 

outbreak climatology for peninsular Florida, distinguishing three tornado outbreak environments: 

extratropical, tropical, and a hybrid of those two [127]. In the following years, tornado outbreaks 

associated with tropical environments and hurricanes continued to be researched, contributing to 

a broader understanding of the influence of different environmental factors on the evolution of 

tornado outbreaks [128-133]. 

Finally, by the end of the decade, scientific interests expanded towards the analysis and estimation 

of the total threat associated with tornado outbreaks. For instance, Thompson and Vescio (1998) 

observed that it was difficult to compare different tornado outbreaks with each other [134]. The 

existing Fujita scale relied on damage to manmade structures and thus tended to “preclude high 

ratings for tornados occurring in sparsely populated areas.” To address this issue, the authors 

proposed an improved method of tornado categorization, called the Destruction Potential Index 

(DPI). The DPI measured the potential for damages and casualties for any specific time period in 

a particular tornado outbreak. It was calculated as the total tornado damage area multiplied by the 

weighted mean F-scale for all tornados that occurred during the time period of interest. DPI values 

were calculated for several historical tornado outbreaks, and the authors found that tornado 

outbreaks with many short-track tornados often received small DPI ratings. On the other hand, 

tornado outbreaks that produced long-track, violent tornados typically had higher potential for 

more destruction and, thus, received higher DPI ratings, even when there were fewer tornados 

overall. Thompson and Vescio's method not only incorporated two different measures (i.e., tornado 

intensity and damage area) but also provided a consistent way to compare different tornado 

outbreaks. This research aimed to improve the definition and categorization of tornados by 
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adopting improvements in observational technologies (e.g., WSR-88 Doppler radars) and 

numerical models. In general, this work represented an example of a broader, comprehensive effort 

undertaken by researchers in the 1990s to aid tornado forecasting and provide greater accuracy in 

the prediction of tornado outbreaks across the United States. 

 2.6 2000-2010 

Work since the early 1990s substantially influenced tornado outbreak research of the first decade 

of the 21st century, as researchers sought a more robust understanding of meteorological 

environments associated with tornado outbreaks. The analyses of environmental characteristics 

(such as instability, shear, and storm-relative flow) and their associated role in tornado outbreak 

development were investigated frequently in the 2000s [135-140]. Researchers sought to find what 

environmental factors controlled tornado outbreaks, leading to revisions in conceptual ideas about 

the evolution of the outbreaks [141]. Consequently, the research results supported both high-

resolution modeling [142-143] and numerical weather prediction [143-145] in operational 

forecasting and, thus, provided potentially useful information for forecasters to better diagnose 

environmental settings that supported tornado outbreaks. Scientists investigated a range of historic 

tornado outbreaks that spanned different spatial ranges: mesoscale [146-150], synoptic-scale [151-

158], or a mix of both scales [159-161].  

Further, some research was focused on high-resolution, ground-based profiling of temperature, 

wind, and moisture to monitor the trends in the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere during 

tornado outbreaks [162-164]. To improve tornado detection in real-time during outbreaks, 

scientists utilized diverse techniques and resources in their analyses, such as three-dimensional 

(3D) visualization software [165], satellite imagery [166], remote sensing [167], and enhanced-
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resolution radar data [168-170]. Accelerated technological innovation led also to the development 

of a tornado-debris recognition method (using polarimetric radars) [171] as well as various 

tornado-damage estimation methods [172-174], resulting in enhanced tornado detection and 

assessment capabilities.  

The considerable changes in prediction and reporting practices, however, contributed to a 

substantial increase in the number of reported tornados, especially in the lower end of the F-rating 

scale (i.e., F0, F1) [175]. This increase, caused by non-meteorological factors, became important 

to consider when defining tornado outbreaks based only on thresholds associated with the damage 

classification. Scientists found additional sources of potential biases and errors in the data. For 

instance, Verbout (2004) observed inaccuracies in the tornado reporting system, where reports for 

tornados prior to the mid-1970s underestimated the fraction of F1 tornados and overestimated the 

fraction of F2 and higher tornados [176]. Consequently, a search for another approach to identify 

tornado outbreaks continued.  

Following the methodology of Brooks et al. (2003), who analyzed the climatology of tornado days 

[177], Schneider et al. (2004) investigated the climatology of ‘tornado outbreak days’ for the first 

time [178]. A ‘tornado outbreak day’ was defined as a calendar day when a tornado outbreak 

occurred. To determine if a day qualified as a ‘tornado outbreak day,’ a summary database with 

severity categories based on tornado counts was established. The database included information 

on the F-scale ratings, tornado counts, total path length, and ‘destructive potential index,’ and it 

identified both major and minor tornado outbreak events. Simultaneously, the same authors also 

analyzed ‘tornado outbreak day sequences,’ defined as a continuous or near-continuous sequence 

of tornado outbreaks [179], such as during the outbreaks from 3-11 May 2003 (also described as 

an extended tornado outbreak [180]).  
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Given these results and the absence of a means to measure “density,” “importance,” or “quality” 

(p. 1) of tornado outbreaks on a nationwide basis, Edwards et al. (2004) adopted a new strategy to 

assess and define tornado outbreaks [181]. As part of a broader project, the team proposed a set of 

criteria for tornado outbreaks, including the number of tornados, number of violent (F4+) tornados, 

number of significant (F2+) tornados, DPI, cumulative path length (km), and number of deaths to 

develop a ‘tornado outbreak index’ (O-index). The instances of severe weather days that were 

characterized by positive O-index values (i.e., O-index > 0) were classified as tornado outbreak 

days and ranked. The higher the ranked position, the more significant an outbreak event was. The 

new approach provided a useful means to compare different tornado outbreaks with each other. 

Despite this, the authors recognized that some elements in the analysis were subjective and a 

certain amount of arbitrariness in the classification was unavoidable.  

Verbout (2006) also expressed that the criteria defining tornado outbreaks was dependent upon 

decisions of a user [10]. She analyzed tornado outbreaks through the lens of ‘big tornado days,’ 

defined as “a single day when numerous tornados and/or many tornados exceeding a specified 

intensity threshold were reported anywhere in the country” (p. 1). To identify a ‘big tornado day,’ 

Verbout used (1) a minimum number of reported tornados determined from a fraction of the annual 

value associated with a simple least-squares linear regression (i.e., the minimum depended on the 

year under investigation), and (2) a minimum number of F1 tornados or higher. The author used a 

simple least-squares linear regression to account for almost 50% of the increase in the number of 

reported tornados from 1950 to 2000. Many threshold combinations were possible, depending on 

the user’s research objectives, and hence, the definition of ‘big tornado days’ never was completely 

objective [10].  
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Another example of an approach to define and rank tornado outbreaks was the ‘Forbes impact 

index’ [182], developed by Forbes (2006) to rank tornado outbreaks depending on their impact. In 

this work, a tornado outbreak was defined as an event with at least 45 tornado reports occurring in 

adjoining states and with no tornado-free gap of six hours or longer during the outbreak [182]. 

Next, 11 attributes (e.g., tornado count, number of fatalities and injuries, number of killer tornados, 

number of significant tornados, and amount of total damage) were used to calculate the Forbes 

impact index. Each attribute was assigned an integer value from 0 to 10 points (with two attributes 

of 5 points maximum); the sum of all points for attributes determined the ranked position of a 

tornado outbreak. Forbes (2006) analyzed the 15 highest-ranked outbreaks and determined the 

large-scale meteorological patterns for these events.  

The aforementioned tornado outbreak rankings focused either on societal impacts or on 

meteorological significance. Yet, not all meteorologically significant events will strongly affect 

society; conversely, not all tornado outbreaks of large societal impact will be exceptionally unusual 

from a meteorological perspective. As noted by Doswell et al. (2006), meteorological and societal 

significance were not mutually exclusive and there was no convincing rationale of attaching 

greater importance just to a single criterion [9]. Hence, Doswell et al. (2006) developed  

a multivariate index to account for both meteorological and societal impact variables for tornado 

outbreaks, yielding a ranking that would be robust to any parameter choices. First, they identified 

days when seven tornados or more occurred during the period 1970-2003. Then, they ranked these 

days according to the linearly weighted average of eight variables (index I) that were converted to 

a standard normal form (with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity). As a result, the 

team produced the final 20 highest-ranked tornado outbreaks events with associated weighted 

variables [9]. Mercer et al. (2009) applied this ranking of tornado outbreaks in combination with 
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statistical modeling techniques and numerical weather prediction on the synoptic scale to test if 

model-predicted covariates could determine the type of severe weather outbreak that occurred [7]. 

This research exhibited promising results of a high probability of outbreak detection, even several 

days prior to the event.  

The various approaches to define and classify tornado outbreaks in the literature at the beginning 

of the 21st century demonstrated the desire for more accurate long-term forecasts while preserving 

considerable flexibility depending on the user’s research goals. These approaches, while distinct, 

still led towards further development in the understanding and prediction of tornado outbreaks. 

 2.7 2010-2019 

In the decade of the 2010s, the literature defining tornado outbreaks mainly focused on the 

development of classification and ranking methods that used different statistical approaches. For 

example, Shafer et al. (2010) ranked all types of severe weather outbreaks (during  

24-h periods) for the period 1960-2006 [183]. The authors created a group of 26 linear-weighted 

indices from 14 environmental and societal variables, and then, using k-means cluster analysis of 

the outbreak days, created a four-dimensional representation of outbreak cases. This procedure 

allowed them to determine five types of outbreak classifications –– major tornado, wind-

dominated, hail-dominated, multi-modal, and days with considerable spatial scatter of the severe 

reports [183] –– and then ranked them across years of occurrence. This study offered  

a standardized approach to identify the relative severity of any type of severe weather outbreak. 

However, a major disadvantage to this method was the presence of “geographic scatter” (p. 1) in 

the tornado reports considered for given day [184]. For instance, some outbreak days included 

multiple reports of severe weather widely dispersed across the United States (rather than being in 
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a geographically compact region). To account for this issue, Shafer et al. (2011) presented a new 

method that examined all severe weather events based on clusters of reports using the technique 

of kernel density estimation [184]. This method identified groups of reports that were associated 

with a single weather event within a particular geographic region. The clusters obtained from the 

analysis were ranked using a multivariate linear-weighting method and classified into four main 

groups: major tornado, hail-dominant, wind-dominant, and minor mixed-mode events.  

Numerous other studies focused on the quantification of the severity of tornado outbreaks. For 

instance, Malamud and Turcotte (2014) suggested that the statistics of tornado touchdown path 

lengths could serve as a quantitative measure of tornado intensity [185]. In their research, the 

strength of a tornado outbreak was calculated from the total path length of all “severe tornados” 

(i.e., individual tornados with a path length equal to or greater than 10 km) during a “convective 

day” (i.e., 24-h period starting at 1200 CST). Based on cumulative frequencies of the path-length 

data for 1952-2011, it was estimated that, on average for a single convective day, one severe 

tornado outbreak would reach a total path length equal or greater than 480 km per year and length 

equal or greater than 1200 km per decade.  

Clark et al. (2013) examined tornado path lengths as related to simulated rotation (represented by 

updraft helicity) in convection-allowing numerical models [186]. The authors analyzed updraft 

helicity in relation to total tornado path lengths based on a 3D object-identification algorithm and 

the Pearson correlation coefficient. Results suggested that a strong relationship between both 

measures could be used as a predictor of the severity of a tornado outbreak. Moreover, follow-up 

research [187] proposed that the cumulative updraft-helicity path length could serve as an indicator 

of the frequency of tornado outbreaks on seasonal time scales; thus, this measure had a likely 

application in seasonal forecasting and regional climate modeling.  
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Fuhrmann et al. (2014) proposed yet another approach to assess the strength, or physical 

magnitude, of tornado outbreaks [188]. The team proposed a new metric that focused solely on the 

strength or “physical magnitude” (p. 1) of tornado outbreaks, defined as the sum of the wind force 

across the area of impact (i.e., the work, in Joules, generated by all tornados in the outbreak). In 

their context, a tornado outbreak was defined as a sequence of at least six tornados of F1 or greater 

intensity that had a maximum gap of 6 h between consecutive tornados in the sequence. For each 

tornado in the outbreak, two metrics were developed: ‘hectopascal miles’ (i.e., the estimated 

pressure exerted by the median wind speed multiplied by the tornado’s path length) and ‘Fujita 

miles’ (i.e., the F-scale rating multiplied by the tornado’s path length). The researchers summed 

‘hectopascal miles’ and ‘Fujita miles’ to estimate the strength of each tornado outbreak. Then, the 

ratio of summed ‘Fujita miles’ (Fujita miles summed across each segment of the tornado track) to 

the number of ‘Fujita miles’ was multiplied by the number of ‘Fujita miles’ [188] to determine the 

‘adjusted Fujita miles’ (or AFMs) for each tornado. The AFMs were used to rank the tornado 

outbreaks and to analyze their climatological and geographical characteristics. Because AFMs 

correlated with the number of fatalities (correlation coefficient = 0.80) and injuries (correlation 

coefficient = 0.81), the authors suggested that AFMs could be used to assess potential lethality of 

tornado outbreaks and to estimate the relationship between tornado outbreak exposure and the 

number of injuries or fatalities. Tippett and Cohen (2016) applied this definition of a tornado 

outbreak proposed by Fuhrmann et al. (2014) to document a significant increase in the annual 

variance and a gradual increase in the mean number of tornados during 1954–2014 [189]. They 

found that the number of tornados per outbreak was increasing (discussed also in Tippett et al. 

(2016) [190]) and that, as a result, tornado outbreaks might become more frequent than originally 

anticipated.  
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Gensini and Marinaro (2016) suggested that the tornado outbreak frequency might be related to 

the global relative angular momentum, particularly the global wind oscillation (GWO) phase 

[191]. Here, they defined ‘tornado outbreak’ as a single day when 15 tornados or more occurred 

east of the Rocky Mountains. Using 285 (90th percentile) out of a possible 2440 outbreak days, 

they showed that the frequency of tornado outbreak occurrence was significantly enhanced during 

periods when the time tendency of atmospheric angular momentum was negative (i.e., GWO 

phases 1, 2, and 8; see [191] for more information on GWO phases). Thus, the team indicated that 

the GWO framework might be useful in subseasonal forecasts of tornado outbreaks. Gensini et al. 

(2019) documented that signals from the GWO could be used to predict an extended period with 

favorable severe weather conditions 3-4 weeks prior to any event [192]. This article was the first 

to document a successfully performed forecast of an unusually active period for tornadic 

thunderstorms, including tornado outbreaks, at subseasonal lead times.  

Finally, many researchers studied environmental conditions associated with tornado outbreaks 

during the 2010s [193-198]. Much of this research focused on the relationship between  

the tornado-outbreak occurrence and particular environmental indices [199-200] or their 

associated global-scale weather patterns [201-206]. For example, Mercer and Bates (2019) 

produced synoptic and mesoscale composite analyses to help identify major atmospheric features 

associated with tornado outbreak forecasts of varying quality [206]. In their research, a tornado 

was part of a tornado outbreak if it occurred between 1200 CST and 1159 CST (the following day) 

and it was located within the SPC’s convective forecast region (calculated using kernel density 

estimation). Tornado outbreaks were combined into synoptic-scale composites using k-means 

cluster analysis and hierarchical clustering. Then, the differences between the outbreak 

environments was assessed using Weather Research and Forecasting Model [207] simulations for 
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three levels of tornado outbreak forecasts: high, medium, and low quality. Results indicated that 

the medium- and low-quality forecasts lacked key kinematic characteristics that were present in 

the high-quality forecasts. This work provided valuable feedback on important characteristics of 

meteorological fields to inform forecasters and to improve the quality of tornado outbreak 

prediction. 

This final decade demonstrated examples of dynamical and innovative approaches to define 

tornado outbreaks. The changes to techniques and methods across the decades were driven by 

improvements in both knowledge and technologies that helped to overcome initial barriers and 

challenges associated with the concept of a tornado outbreak. 

 

3. An example of a statistical approach to a tornado outbreak definition 

Recently published work [192, 206] suggests that, despite successful progress in research and 

various attempts to define and rank tornado outbreaks, our understanding of those severe events 

can and should be improved. Accordingly, we propose a statistical approach to define a ‘tornado 

outbreak.’ This approach will help to identify historic cases from the tornado-report database of 

the Storm Prediction Center that can be used in any type of analysis that requires tornado outbreak 

quantification or identification. Our method represents a data driven approach that utilizes 

statistical method of kernel density estimation (KDE). The goal of this work is to develop a simple 

method to create a tornado-outbreak database for use in future studies on these outbreaks. 
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 3.1 Datasets 

To define ‘tornado outbreaks,’ we used the severe weather database of the Storm Prediction Center 

(SPC), an operational unit of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National 

Weather Service [208]. This database includes both tornado reports as well as other non-tornadic 

reports related to severe thunderstorms. It specifies the type of event, number of events reported 

each day, associated damage rating (Fujita scale), and the event’s geographic characteristics and 

societal impacts, such as the event location, number of casualties, and estimated cost of damages 

[12]. We extracted the following information from the database: year, month, day, and hour of 

each tornado report as well as the latitude and longitude of the tornado track. We used tornado 

reports from 1 January 1950 to 31 December 2017 that were kept in SPC’s original time format of 

Central Standard Time (CST).  

The domain for this research is the contiguous United States (northwest corner at 55°N, 140°W to 

the southeast corner at 20°N, 60°W). For mapping purposes, we represent the geographical center 

of a tornado outbreak region as a single point, calculated as a mathematical mean of longitudes 

and latitudes of all tornados in the cluster. The clusters are groups of tornado reports associated 

with a single tornado outbreak and identified based on the nonparametric method of kernel density 

estimation (see Methods section). U.S. boundaries are from the Census Bureau’s 2017 

Cartographic Boundary Files [209] at 20-m (1:20,000,000) resolution, and we plot the data using 

the Albers equal-area conic map projection.  
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3.2 Methods 

To accomplish the goal of tornado outbreak identification, our analysis focused on clustering of 

historic tornados that occurred within a 24-hour time period within a constrained region. Tornado 

outbreaks that lasted beyond 24 h were classified into independent days, rather than considered as 

one event. 

First, we limited possible outbreaks to those with significant tornados –– those greater or equal to 

F2 that occurred in the contiguous 48 states of the U.S. [1]. Significant tornados have been shown 

to have the greatest societal impact, such as structure damage or causalities [210], and to be 

associated with a more stable record in the SPC database over time [175].  

Next, we assigned each significant tornado an associated tornado day –– a 24-hour period from 

0600 CST to 0559 CST –– based on the method of Shafer and Doswell (2011) [188]. Then, to 

create a database of tornado outbreaks based on geographical locations of tornados in coherent 

clusters, we applied kernel density estimation (KDE) on each tornado day [188, 211]. In the  

one-dimensional KDE technique, the probability density function at a particular point can be 

represented as the following: 

 

                                          (1) 

                            

Here, n represents the number of significant tornado reports on a given day, Kh (a kernel function) 

is a non-negative function that describes a continuous probability distribution, and parameter h 

represents a tunable smoothing parameter (bandwidth) and is a measure of uncertainty associated 
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with the distance from a given point Also, in equation (1), x represents the grid point position and 

xi represents the location of an individual tornado report. Accordingly, the (𝑥−𝑥i) represents the 

distance (Di in equation 2) between the observed tornado report and a given grid points. In this 

study, using latitude and longitude, we apply a multivariate version of KDE, shown in Equation 2. 

As is typical for two-dimensional analyses, the kernel function implemented is Gaussian [212]. 

                     

                                         (2) 

 

To calculate the particular geographic region for each outbreak cluster, we applied the smoothing 

parameter h = 1 and the PDF threshold probability = 0.001 (i.e., the outermost contour) following 

Shafer and Doswell (2011) [184]. They tested and selected these particular values to include the 

most tornado reports within the cluster while allowing regionally distinct events (for more 

information, see [184]). Fig. 1 presents an example of a single outbreak, clustered using the method 

described. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a computed cluster of significant tornadoes using multivariate KDE with h=1 and PDF 

threshold=0.001 (after Shafer and Doswell (2011)). The cluster represents the outbreak from 6 March 2017, starting 

at 1800 CST and ending at 0000 CST. 

Additionally, we calculated the start and end times of each tornado outbreak (cluster). To reduce 

computational processing, times were calculated in 3-h increments centered on (i.e., 1.5 h before 

and after) 0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800, and 2100 CST. In that sense, the outbreak 

start time was designated as the 3-h block that contained the first tornado report in the cluster, 

and the outbreak end time was specified as the 3-hour block that contained the last report in the 

cluster. If there were multiple tornado outbreaks on any given day, multiple outbreak start and 

end times were recorded in the database.  

 

Finally, we summed the total number of tornado reports for each cluster on each tornado day, then 

computed an annual mean of tornados per cluster. Following Shafer and Doswell (2011) [184], we 

detrended the outbreaks over time by removing the clusters with fewer reports than their associated 
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annual mean. The result filtered out clusters with relatively scattered coverage or with a small 

number of significant tornados.  

4. Results 

From 1950 to 2017, 12,210 significant tornados occurred, with most of them east of the Rocky 

Mountains and the highest density in the Great Plains and Southeast United States (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Distribution of significant tornados (F2 and higher on the Fujita scale) from 1950 to 2017 using the severe 

weather database of the Storm Prediction Center. 

 

The most common type of outbreak was one with three (336 outbreaks) or four (241) significant 

tornados (Fig. 3). This technique verified the two largest outbreaks of significant tornadoes –– the 
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1974 Super Outbreak (3 April 1974), with 96 tornados of F2 and larger, and the 2011 Super 

Outbreak (27 April 2011), with 51 significant tornados during a single 24-hour period. 

 

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of tornado outbreaks from 1950-2017. Outbreaks were clustered using kernel density 

estimation. 

 

Following this method, we identified 4,991 clusters (tornado outbreaks) over the 68-year record, 

or an average of 73 tornado outbreaks per year. Some clusters contained only a few significant 

tornados (Fig. 3), which many would argue should not be considered an outbreak (see Section 2).  

Doswell et al. (2006) [9] used a threshold of seven tornados to define major tornado outbreaks, 

resulting in the top five outbreaks, on average, each year. Appendix A displays the annual average 

number of tornado outbreaks by number of tornados per cluster. For instance, a threshold of 5 

tornados or more in an outbreak resulted in an average of 9 outbreaks per year; a threshold of 11 

tornados yielded an average of 2 tornado outbreaks per year. Although subjective, we followed 

Doswell et al. (2006) [9], with a threshold of seven tornados in an outbreak to define our ‘major 
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tornado outbreak,’ and we focused on these outbreaks for the remaining research. Using this 

threshold, 333 major tornado outbreaks spanned 1950-2017 (Fig. 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the cluster centers of 333 major tornado outbreaks that spanned 1950-2017, based on 

KDE analysis. 

Most of the major tornado outbreaks occurred in the south-central and southeastern U.S.  

There were no major outbreaks west of the Rocky Mountains, as tornadic storms can be affected 

by topography [213-219]. To support the large buoyant instability necessary for the development 

of tornadic storms, boundary-layer moisture has to be present. The Gulf of Mexico provides an 

abundant source of warm water that can significantly modify air masses over the eastern half of 

the U.S., also contributing to the formation of deep surface cyclones (one of key features for 

tornado outbreak development) [220]. Additionally, there are other synoptic conditions that are 

key to the tornado outbreak formation, such as an upper-level jet streak collocated with the center 
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of rapid surface pressure or upper-level trough axis located west of the outbreak, but such 

considerations are beyond the scope of this research (for more information, see [139, 151, 221]).  

Figure 5 displays a total count of major tornado outbreaks by month, with two peaks clearly 

distinguished. The largest peak in the distribution occurred in May, with 89 major tornado 

outbreaks, and was encompassed by April, March, and June, with 79, 35, and 33 major tornado 

outbreaks, respectively. On average, at least one outbreak occurred in May and in April each year. 

A second peak was observed in November, December, and October, with 26, 18, and 12 outbreaks, 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Distribution of major tornado outbreaks by month from 1950 to 2017. 
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5. Conclusion and Discussion 

The primary goal of this work was to identify historic cases of major tornado outbreaks.  

The process of identification, however, was not straightforward, as there had been considerable 

ambiguity in the term ‘tornado outbreak.’ Over the years, the term was interchangeably attributed 

to many types of severe weather events, sometimes regardless of whether the event included 

tornado reports. As noted by Galway (1977), “A tornado ‘outbreak’ can mean many things to many 

people” [49, p. 477]. Our extensive review of the evolving nature of tornado outbreak definitions 

and classifications, present in the literature since the early 1950s, served as contextual background 

for our data-driven approach to identify major tornado outbreaks. It also served to demonstrate the 

challenges of defining tornado outbreaks as technologies change. 

To determine groups of tornado outbreaks, tornado reports from the National Weather Service’s 

Storm Prediction Center database were used. All significant tornados (F2 and higher) from  

1950 to 2017 were grouped into 24-hour periods, from 0600 CST to 0559 CST and then assigned 

into clusters using kernel density estimation analysis. We removed clusters that had fewer reports 

than their associate annual mean, resulting in 4991 clusters of significant tornados. We defined a 

‘major tornado outbreak’ as one with seven or more tornados, based on our analysis of tornado 

frequency distribution and the method of Shafer and Doswell (2011) [184]. As a result, we found 

333 major tornado outbreaks, all east of the Rocky Mountains, during the 68-year period. Thus, 

there was an average of 5 major tornado outbreaks per year, typically with one each in April and 

May somewhere in the United States.  
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This research uses kernel density estimation to create a tornado-outbreak database for use in future 

studies. Like any study, there are some limitations. First, any available database that documents 

quantitative information about tornados, including one used in this research, has inherent errors 

that affect the accuracy and reliability of the data [10, 67]. The problems with these databases arise 

from changes in tornado reporting methods, changes to rating and damage survey procedures, 

introduction of new technologies to detect and record tornados, and changes in population or 

population density, to name few. Additional errors may be associated with uncertainties in 

applying the Fujita scale to a tornado damage path, especially in natural and rural environments, 

resulting in inconsistency in ratings across the historic record [12]. Despite the fact that none of 

these issues can be solved completely, some measures to reduce the bias, such as detrending by 

year (see Section 3.2), were applied.  

Second, there are limitations to applying the clustering technique to events that lasted beyond 24 

h. For example, if an event began at 0500 CST and lasted until 0900 CST, it would be classified 

as two separate tornado outbreaks, leading to an underestimation of the total number of tornado 

outbreaks in the final database. Such events are rare, however, and most likely would not 

significantly influence our analysis results. Finally, the choice of the threshold for the number of 

significant tornados in the outbreak was subjective, thus affecting our results. However, as noted 

by Verbout (2006) [10, p. 93], “all outbreak definitions require some degree of subjectivity.” This 

method, although not the only way to identify historic tornado outbreaks, offers a generally data-

driven approach that can be modified depending on investigator’s research goals.  

It would be helpful to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the number of reports within outbreaks, the 

magnitudes of the individual tornados within outbreaks, and the threshold values for the yearly 

frequency distribution of tornado outbreak clusters. If the number of major tornado outbreaks were 
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to decrease over time, will the corresponding number of reports within those outbreaks also 

decrease? What are the characteristics of the magnitude of individual reports within those 

outbreaks? Meanwhile, results presented in this work will be used for the analysis of synoptic-

scale atmospheric patterns which are associated with major tornado outbreaks. 
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Chapter III: Identification of mid-tropospheric patterns associated with tornado  

outbreaks in the United States 

1. Introduction 

Owing to the impacts of tornados on life and property, studies of tornadic storms and tornadic 

storm systems are of great interest among scientists around the world. Tornado outbreaks, in 

particular, pose a great threat to society because they consist of multiple, often violent, long-track 

tornadoes, and therefore are likely to affect populated areas [1]. In the USA, regions east of the 

Rocky Mountains are most susceptible to the atmospheric conditions that are conducive to the 

formation of tornadoes, either as isolated events or as a part of a major outbreak. Each year,  

a few major tornado outbreaks affect the United States [2]. One of the biggest in recent history, 

the 25-28 April 2011 Southeastern U.S. tornado outbreak, caused 316 fatalities, 2700 injuries, and 

over $4.2 billion dollars of economic losses across five states [3-4]. According to Schneider et al. 

(2004), over 80% of all tornado-related fatalities in the U.S. arise as a result of tornado outbreaks 

[5]. With a continued increase in population density and expansion of urban areas, exposure of 

many people to future tornado outbreak impacts is increasing.  

Understanding what and how environmental conditions favor the formation of tornadoes is a key 

to weather prediction and risk mitigation. Many studies have focused on the description of 

atmospheric conditions that are necessary for tornado development [6-12]. These conditions 

include high instability, vertical wind shear, an abundant amount of low-level humidity, and some 

sort of lifting mechanism, such as a front or convergence zone [13-14]. Most tornado outbreaks 

are forced by large-scale drivers, such as synoptic-scale systems [15-16]. Some researchers have 

examined the relationship of tornados with specific weather patterns, for instance, shifts in the jet 
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stream during different phases of El Niño-Southern Oscillation [17-21]. Others describe changes 

in low-level moisture patterns [22-23] and their influence on tornado frequencies and intensity.  

Despite such examples, there are few studies that focus entirely on finding commonalities among 

atmospheric patterns that are associated with the biggest historic tornado outbreaks. Of those, 

Mercer et. al (2012) identified synoptic-scale differences between tornado outbreaks and non-

tornadic outbreaks. The research compared composite maps of each outbreak type formulated on 

five meteorological variables: geopotential height, relative humidity, temperature, 

and u and υ wind components [10]. In their research, the synoptic-scale characteristics of tornado 

outbreaks were determined as composite patterns of the outbreaks. They did not explore specific 

characteristics of common synoptic patterns for an individual variable (such as just in the 

geopotential height) and its relationship with tornado outbreaks.  

The primary goal of our work is to identify and describe atmospheric patterns that occur most often 

in association with historic tornado outbreaks. Several studies have revealed the presence of a 500-

mb trough west of the outbreak location as one of few key features prior to the tornado outbreak 

formation [24-26]. Based on this prior work, we hypothesize that there are relatively common, 

large-scale patterns in the 500-hPa geopotential height field that are associated with major tornado 

outbreaks. We test this hypothesis for major tornado outbreaks in May from 1950 to 2017 using 

three independent statistical techniques for pattern identification: principal component analysis, 

hierarchical clustering, and silhouette clustering.  
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2. Data and methods 

 2.1 Data sources 

The Storm Prediction Center’s (SPC) severe report database [27] served as our dataset for tornado 

reports from 1 January 1950 to 31 December 2017, with each 24-h period specified from 0600 

Central Standard Time to 0559 CST, consistent with the SPC database. These data retained some 

temporal and spatial inconsistencies that were not caused by meteorological factors [28-31], 

including changes in methods of collecting reports [32], increases in tornado detection due to 

Doppler radar and National Weather Service vigilance, and heightened public awareness of severe 

weather [32]. Still, Brooks and Doswell (2001) noted that the SPC database was the most reliable 

tornado dataset currently available for the United States [28]. In this study, we restricted tornado 

reports to significant tornados –– those F2 or greater on the Fujita scale –– as they are responsible 

for the majority of deaths caused by tornados in the US and cause millions of dollars in damages 

every year [33]. We also used only those outbreaks with seven or more significant tornados, 

defining them as ‘major tornado outbreaks.’ 

To examine atmospheric patterns and assess any synoptic-scale signal associated with major 

tornado outbreaks, a reanalysis dataset was required. Reanalyses combine observations and 

numerical models that simulate Earth systems to produce an estimate of the state of the atmosphere 

for long-term monitoring and research purposes. Several reanalysis datasets exist, such as those 

created by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for 

Atmospheric Research (NCAR); however, they begin only in the mid-twentieth century. The 

Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR), however, offers a continuous dataset from 1851, currently 

providing the longest record of a representative state of the atmosphere every 6 hours [34]. Because 
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our future research will require a large sample size of events (for climate change research), we 

chose the 20CR (20CR-version 2c) for this study.  

The 20CR is a high-resolution global atmospheric dataset created to validate climate model 

simulations of the Twentieth Century [35]. As boundary conditions, the 20CR uses surface 

pressure reports, monthly observed sea-surface temperature, and sea-ice concentration fields, and 

the reanalysis dataset spans 1851 to 2014 [35]. This retrospective analysis provides full a three-

dimensional characterization of the tropospheric state for 24 pressure levels on a 2° latitude x 2° 

longitude grid (corresponding to 220-225 km). Additionally, this reanalysis uses the Ensemble 

Kalman Filter data assimilation system [35], which provides direct computations on the 

uncertainty of that reanalysis. Moreover, comparison with independent radiosonde data indicates 

that the reanalysis dataset is high quality [35]. The 20CR dataset enables diagnostic studies and 

numerical model validations; therefore, these data are considered one of the most valuable sources 

for climate and pattern recognition research, such as the research conducted herein. 

 

 2.2 Methods of analysis 

After filtering the tornado reports to retain only significant tornados (in 24-hour periods from 0600 

CST to 0559 CST), we used kernel density estimation to cluster tornados into outbreaks and further 

filtered to those outbreaks with seven or more significant tornados (see Chapter 2, section 3.2 

Methods). We then computed the following information for each major tornado outbreak: 

geographic location, including latitude and longitude of outbreak center point; and time of 

occurrence, including outbreak start date/time and end date/time (see Chapter 2 for more details). 
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Using this technique, we found 333 major tornado outbreaks occurred from 1950-2017, all east of 

the Rocky Mountains. 

For each major tornado outbreak, we selected an associated 500-hPa geopotential height field to 

represent the outbreak by extracting this field from the 20CR at the first available time prior to the 

initiation of the outbreak. For instance, if tornado outbreak number 325 started at 1500 CST on 16 

June 2014, our filtering algorithm selected the 500-hPa geopotential height field at 1200 CST on 

16 June 2014 to represent the large-scale atmospheric pattern associated with the development of 

this outbreak. We limited our analysis to one atmospheric field at one time (i.e., a snapshot) to 

capture the state of mid-troposphere dynamics prior to the tornado outbreak occurrence and to 

build a database of snapshots that were independent (for statistical analyses).  

To aid the pattern-recognition techniques and to test the robustness of our results, we used four 

different domains (Figure 6): the “wide CONUS domain” encompassed 55°N,140°W to 20°N, 

60°W (779 grid points on a 2° latitude x 2° longitude grid); the “CONUS domain” from 50°N, 

126°W to 25°N, 66°W (434 grid points); the “eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains domain” from NW 

50°N, 108°W to 25°N, 70°W (280 grid points); and the “Great Plains domain” from 46°N, 104°W 

to 28°N, 82°W (120 grid points). 
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                  a)                                                                    b) 

 

 

                  c)                                                                      d)   

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Four domain sizes tested in this research: a) the “wide CONUS domain”, b) the” CONUS domain”, c) the 

“eastern U.S.+ Rocky Mountains domain”, d) the “Great Plains domain”. 

Results presented herein focus only on the “CONUS domain.” Given limitations of the temporal 

coverage of 20CR, our analysis of patterns spanned 1950 to 2014. Accordingly, the number of 

major tornado outbreaks was reduced from 333 to 325. Figure 7 displays the frequency distribution 

of major tornado outbreaks, by month, for that time period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Monthly counts of major tornado outbreaks from 1950 to 2014. The highest number of major tornado 

outbreaks by month occurs in May.  
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Finally, to reduce the effects of seasonality, our analyses examined the 500-hPa geopotential height 

anomalies, defined as deviations in the 500-hPa geopotential height field for each outbreak from 

the 30-year average values of all geopotential heights for the corresponding month. For that 

purpose, the average was computed based on the 6-hour reanalysis intervals for the consecutive 

period of 30 years from 1 January 1981 to 31 December 2010 (Fig. 8). 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 8. The 30-year (1981-2010) average of 500-hPa geopotential heights (in meters) calculated for May. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used successfully to explore and analyze large, 

multivariate data sets [36-39], such as geopotential height fields in atmospheric studies. PCA is  

a statistical technique that transforms a data set of correlated data into a new set of orthogonal 

variables. Because the leading modes account for most of the variation in highly correlated 

datasets, PCA can offer a more compact representation of variability contained in a multivariate 

dataset and reduce the degrees of freedom to the leading low-order modes of the dataset [37]. 

Moreover, post-processing of the resulting patterns can be used to explore a general structure and 

trends in the dataset, as well as explain spatial and temporal variations in the data matrix. 
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For the purpose of this work, the major tornado outbreak matrix consisted of two elements: 

gridpoint observations of 500-hPa geopotential heights, representing the spatial dimension, and 

major tornado outbreaks cases from 1950 to 2014, representing the temporal dimension. Thus, 

each row of the matrix represented a major tornado outbreak, with 87 total outbreaks for May (Fig. 

7). Each column contained values of 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for the CONUS 

domain on a grid with 2 degrees latitude-longitude spacing.  

The PC model could be defined from a data matrix Z = {zij : i=1, … N; j=1,…, n}, where i 

represented the individual outbreaks and j represented the values for 500-hPa geopotential height 

anomalies. The zij was defined as follows: 

 

                         (3) 

  

with fim representing the principal component score for each individual outbreak (i) and amj
T

 

representing the principal component loading for each variable transposed (j). In the matrix form, 

Equation (3) becomes: 

                Z = FAT                                                                       (4) 

 

where Z is a matrix of standardized anomalies, F is a matrix of uncorrelated PC scores, and A is a 

matrix with columns representing PC loadings [37]. Depending on the choice of decomposition 

mode (Equation 3) and similarity matrix (Equation 4), the results from and interpretations of the 

PCA will differ. First, because we are interested in those subgroups of outbreaks with similar 
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spatial patterns, we applied the T-mode approach. T-mode transposed the data matrix Z and treated 

the spatial field of grid points (or n locations) at each of the times of tornado outbreaks (m times) 

as variables (Fig. 9). For our work, T-mode transformation was expressed as:  

         ZT = FTAT
T                                                                        (5)  

 

where PC loadings for each column of the matrix (AT
T) represented the time series of 500-hPa 

height anomalies associated with major tornado outbreaks, and the columns of the PC scores (FT) 

corresponded to a geographical distribution of 500-hPa height anomalies associated with tornado 

outbreaks. 

Second, the PC analysis was directly derived from a parent similarity matrix that described the 

variability along either rows or columns. The similarity matrix could consist of a correlation, 

covariance, or cross-products matrix. Depending on the choice of the similarity matrix, the type of 

relationship desired from the PC analysis varied, perhaps leading to different physical 

interpretations of the data. Considering the goal of this analysis, we chose to apply a covariance 

matrix to portray insights into how much 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies time series 

change with respect to each other. Figure 9 displays the covariance matrix structure under T-mode 

decomposition.  
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Fig. 9. T-mode decomposition matrix structures from Richman (1986) [37, p. 315]: “Data matrix (with columns 

treated as variables), dispersion matrix, PC loading matrix and PC score matrix under T-mode.” 

 

Next, the covariance similarity matrix was diagonalized into eigenvalues (𝛌) and associated 

eigenvectors (V). The eigenvectors were scaled by the square root of the associated eigenvalues to 

define the PC loadings (A) as: 

           

             A= V*𝛌1/2                                                                                          (6) 

 

In spite of the fact that unrotated PCA extracts the maximum variance from a data set, its simple 

structure might not separate individual modes of variation adequately because of domain shape 

dependence, instability of the subdomain, sampling errors, or inaccuracy in the depiction of 

physical relationships [37]. An alternative method to examine those individual modes as well as 

to uncover meaningful physical relationships in the data was to apply a linear transformation, such 

as the Varimax orthogonal rotation [37] or the Promax oblique simple structure rotation [37]. The 

transformation process included rotation of the PC loading matrix (A) so that the new rotated 

loadings (B) were defined as B=AT, where T was a transformation matrix that served to find a 
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configuration of 500-hPa height anomalies that was maximally simplified, agreeing with the signal 

embedded in the similarity matrix.  

 

Often the primary goal of conducting a PCA is data reduction; hence, only the leading, most 

significant principal components (PCs) are retained in further analysis. This filtering of PCs also 

is helpful in finding major patterns in a complex dataset, such as ours. The smaller number of PCs 

retained are considered to contain the signal, rather than noise, and are used for further computation 

of A [37]. There are multiple ways to establish how many PCs should be retained, such as the scree 

test [40] or methods based on the amount of variance explained [41]. In this study, we computed 

a congruence coefficient (g) [42-43] as a measure of similarity of the PC loadings to the 

corresponding flow patterns, as expressed by [44]: 

 

                                                                𝜌𝐴𝐵 =  
σ 𝑏𝑗𝐴𝑏𝑗𝐵

𝑛
𝑗=1

[(σ 𝑏𝑗𝐴
2 )(σ 𝑏𝑗𝐵

2 )]𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑗=1

1
2

                                                   (7) 

 

where A and B represented any two chosen factors (e.g., PC loadings and 500-hPa anomalies),  b 

represented the component loading or pattern coefficients, n represented the number of tornado 

outbreaks (i.e., 87 for May), and j represented the sample of individuals (i.e., a 500-hPa anomaly 

with maximum absolute value for given number of loadings). Because the congruence coefficient 

does not remove the mean of the variable, it is an optimal method to measure similarity of PC 

components. Values of the congruence coefficient range from –1.0 to +1.0, where +1.0 represents 

total agreement, –1.0 for total inverse agreement, and 0 for no relationship. The goodness of match 
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is important for component identification and is based on specific ranges of absolute congruence 

coefficients [41]. An excellent match occurs when congruence coefficients range from |0.98| to 

|1.00|, a good match for values from |0.92| to |0.98|, a borderline match from |0.82| to |0.92|, a poor 

match from |0.68| to |0.82|, and finally a terrible match when congruent coefficient is less than 

|0.68| [37-38]. Richman (1986) also noted that any results with a congruence coefficient less than 

|0.7| could be random [37]. For this research, we aimed to meet the borderline match of |0.82| or 

higher.  

Additionally, we applied two clustering methods to compare with results obtained from the PCA 

congruence coefficient analysis and to validate any identified patterns: hierarchical clustering and 

silhouette clustering. Hierarchical clustering is an approach to identify groups of datasets without 

the need to pre-specify the number of clusters [45]. We implemented an agglomerative (bottom-

up) type, where each data point was initially considered as an individual cluster [46]. Similar points 

(i.e., patterns in the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies of major tornado outbreaks) were 

merged into a cluster according to an increasing dissimilarity measure, and the process continued 

until all points were clustered [47]. For this study, the dissimilarity structure was obtained by 

computing distances between the rows of the data matrix using the Euclidean distance measure. 

Then, to merge the data points into clusters, an average linkage clustering criterion was used. This 

method allowed computation of all pairwise dissimilarities between the elements in cluster 1 and 

the elements in cluster 2, and it considered the average of these dissimilarities as the distance 

between the two clusters. The average linkage technique was beneficial because it minimized the 

within-cluster variance while maximizing the between-cluster variance [47]. The output was 

displayed as dendrograms, tree-like diagrams, that illustrated the hierarchical relationship between 

the clusters produced [48].  
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Finally, silhouette clustering [49] was used in this research because, unlike the PCA and 

hierarchical methods, it could group data into clusters and then validated the cohesion within these 

clusters (i.e., evaluated how similar each object was to its own cluster). Each cluster was 

represented by a silhouette value that measures the tightness (cohesion) and separation between 

clusters, expressed as:  

                                                𝑆𝑖𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒 (𝑎) =
𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎)−𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎)

max[𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎),𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎)]
                                 (8) 

 

where Cohesion was the average distance between points within the same cluster and the cluster 

Separation was the average distance between a point and the nearest cluster of which it was not  

a member [41]. The silhouette method is advantageous because it does not depend on the clustering 

algorithm (e.g., k-means clustering) used to obtain the clusters, rather on the actual partition of the 

objects (e.g., 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies) [41]. 

In this research, the silhouettes were calculated based on Euclidean distance. The construction of 

silhouettes required application of an algorithm for partitioning a set of objects into a number of 

clusters. We utilized the k-means clustering algorithm, which partitioned the data into k clusters 

through minimizing the sum of squares in a cluster [50], keeping cluster centroids as small as 

possible and allocating every data point in the nearest cluster. Silhouette values range from −1 to 

+1, where +1 indicates perfect clustering (i.e., the object is very well matched to its own cluster), 

while a negative value indicates that the element is in the wrong cluster. Because the number of 

clusters in this research was unknown a priori, it was essential to maximize cluster separation and 

minimize cluster cohesion. To find the optimal number of clusters, we tested a set of 2 to 10 cluster 
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centers (input into k-means clustering) and chose the cluster number with the highest average 

silhouette score as the final cluster number.  

 

3. Results 

Table 1 (below) presents the congruence coefficients for the unrotated PC analysis of the 500-hPa 

geopotential height anomaly fields for all four domains noted in Chapter 3 section 2.2. Here, the 

congruence coefficient values for unrotated PCs did not meet our threshold value of |0.82| in most 

of domains; thus, we eliminated unrotated PCs from further analysis. This result was not surprising 

because, as mentioned in Chapter 3 section 2.2, a simple structure (unrotated PCA) might not be 

suitable for a particular data set [41]. 

 

Table 1. Minimum and median absolute values of the congruence coefficients for the first four, unrotated principal 

component loadings for all domains. 

Accordingly, we calculated the minimum and median congruence coefficients for both orthogonal 

Varimax and oblique Promax transformations for every domain (Appendix B). Across all four 

domains, Domain 3 (i.e., Eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains) exhibited the most optimal outcome, 

 
Wide CONUS 

(Domain 1) 
CONUS (Domain 2) 

Eastern U.S. + Rocky 

Mountains (Domain 3) 

Great Plains (Domain 

4) 

Number of 

loadings 
min median min  median min median min median 

2 0.834 0.903 0.620 0.800 0.684 0.840 0.399 0.697 

3 0.611 0.833 0.620 0.675 0.117 0.684 0.393 0.398 

4 0.611 0.734 0.620 0.647 0.117 0.508 0.083 0.395s 
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with the highest congruence coefficient values across the largest spatial extent possible. Thus, our 

results focus on this domain hereafter.  

Figure 10 displays the first 10 eigenvalues for Domain 3, indicating a distinct separation between 

PCs 1, 2, and 3, and, albeit small, separation between PCs 3 and 4 (indicated by a horizontal line 

on Fig. 10).This lack of overlap indicated that the first three principal components were 

independent. Additionally, the first three eigenvalues explained 83% of the variance (calculated as 

the sum of first three eigenvalues divided by the sum of all eigenvalues; Table 2), and thus three 

PCs were retained initially for further analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Plot of first 10 eigenvalues for Domain 3 (Eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains; Figure 6 ). The dots represent 

eigenvalue for each principal component.  

 

We also examined the number of PCs to retain by computing the congruence coefficients for the 

first 10 loadings for both the Varimax and Promax rotations (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Example of the first 8 (of 87) eigenvalues for Domain 3. The sum of all eigenvalues equaled 469669.2. 

The method used during the process of congruence coefficient testing was supervised, meaning 

that each increment in the number of loadings required visual inspection of the resulting loadings 

and incorporation of corresponding outbreaks to the congruence coefficient calculations. 

Table 3. Absolute values of the minimum (min) and median congruence coefficients for first 10 loadings from  

Domain 3. Values were calculated using both Varimax and Promax transformations. 

 

The highest congruence coefficient values (highlighted in yellow in Table 3) across both Varimax 

and Promax transformations were associated with two or three loadings. Given slightly better 

results for two loadings with the Varimax transformation, we present the spatial (scores) and 

temporal (loadings) representation of patterns for the first two loadings along with a major tornado 

outbreak associated with each pattern.  

Principal 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Eigenvalue 296194.6 61303.2 33378.2 20412.8 16058.7 10760.4 9126.2 5395.7 

Number of 

loadings 

Varimax min Varimax median Promax min Promax median 

2 0.978 0.987 0.908 0.948 

3 0.968 0.969 0.926 0.927 

4 0.499 0.934 0.430 0.826 

5 0.510 0.913 0.460 0.770 

6 0.443 0.834 0.430 0.751 

7 0.198 0.640 0.279 0.597 

8 0.255 0.549 0.335 0.503 

9 0.021  0.624 0.174 0.451 

10 0.038 0.531 0.028 0.439 
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Note that the interpretation of the PC score map depended on the sign of the PC loading. For those 

outbreaks that were characterized by positive PC loadings, the signs of values in the PC score map 

were interpreted as displayed. However, for those outbreaks that had negative PC loading values, 

the signs on the PC score map were interpreted as opposite to what was displayed. For example, 

the PC loading value of tornado outbreak number 39 was positive (Fig. 11), and thus the positive 

values on the PC score map corresponded to positive anomalies in the 500-hPa geopotential height 

field. Similarly, the areas with negative PC score values corresponded to negative anomalies. On 

the contrary, the loading for tornado outbreak number 1 was negative, and therefore, the areas with 

positive PC score values on the map corresponded to negative anomalies in the 500-hPa 

geopotential height field. Similarly, the negative score values on the map corresponded to positive 

geopotential height anomalies. 

For this work, the largest magnitude of the PC loading value corresponded to the largest covariance 

between the outbreak and the principal component, and thus the stronger the signal. The 

magnitudes of the PC loading then could be used to identify examples of actual tornado outbreaks 

that best represent that PC score pattern, as we have below. 

In our analysis, the majority of loadings (roughly 90%) in the Varimax and Promax 

transformations for the first PC pattern were characterized by negative PC loading values, with the 

greatest magnitude indicated by loading 27 (red circle in Fig. 11). The first PC score for both 

transformations captured a long-wave trough of negative score values centered over the north-

central part of the domain and extending southward to Mexico (Fig. 11, left map). The long-wave 

trough was accompanied by a distinct region of contrasting score values positioned over New 

England.  
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Fig. 11. The scores (left) for the first PC pattern and corresponding loadings (right) for Varimax (top) and Promax 

(bottom) transformations when retaining two loadings in Domain 3 for May from 1950 to 2011. The red circle 

indicates the outbreak most representative of this PC loading for all May tornado outbreaks. 

 

The most representative case for the first PC pattern was tornado outbreak 27. This outbreak 

occurred on 1 May 1967 and included 10 tornadoes (nine F2, one F3) that caused damage in three 
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states: Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. The outbreak started at 0600 CST in Texas and ended at 

0000 CST in Louisiana, injuring 9 people. Figure 12 displays the 500-hPa geopotential height 

anomalies for that event. (For better visualization of the mid-tropospheric patterns, the anomalies 

maps for actual outbreak events are displayed on the whole CONUS domain.) In this outbreak, the 

500-hPa geopotential height anomalies form a long-wave trough of negative values centered over 

north-central part of the domain, north-northwest of the tornado outbreak centroid location (Fig. 

12.) The negative values indicated that prior to the tornado outbreak occurrence, the geopotential 

heights were much below average for this time of year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. The most representative tornado outbreak for the first PC pattern. Displayed are the 500-hPa height 

anomalies (contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major tornado 

outbreak (blue outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 
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The majority of loadings in both Varimax and Promax transformations for the second PC pattern 

also were characterized by negative PC loading values, with the greatest magnitude indicated by 

loading number 11 (Fig. 13).   

 

 

 

Fig. 13. The scores (left) and loadings (right) for Varimax and Promax transformation for two loadings in 3rd 

domain for the second PC pattern. The red circle indicates the most representative PC loading case for all May 

tornado outbreaks. 
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The second PC score in Varimax and Promax transformation showed a pronounced long-wave 

trough with positive score values (see Chapter 3, section 2.2), centered over northern Minnesota 

and spreading southward across the U.S. That trough was accompanied by a partially visible 

negative-tilt1 PC trough spreading from the U.S. West through the central part of the country, with 

the strongest magnitude over the southern Rocky Mountains. 

The most representative case for the second PC pattern was tornado outbreak number 11 (based 

on PC loading analysis). This outbreak occurred on 4 May 1959 and included 13 F2 tornados that 

occurred across four states: Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, and Wisconsin. The outbreak started around 

1200 CST and ended about 0000 CST. There were no fatalities, but one injury was reported. Figure 

14 presents the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for that event.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. The most representative tornado outbreak for the second PC pattern. Displayed are the 500-hPa height 

anomalies (contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major tornado 

outbreak (blue outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 

                                                      
1 The ‘negative-tilt’ describes a trough that tilts from the northwest toward the southeast (here, the nomenclature is 

used only to describe the shape of PC score spatial pattern.) 
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In that event, a pronounced long-wave trough with positive values of 500-hPa geopotential height 

anomalies (200 m higher than the May average for the same area) extended from northern 

Michigan to the south across the U.S. Simultaneously, another pronounced long-wave trough with 

negative anomalies extended from the northwest through the central part of the country, with a 

strong center over Arizona and New Mexico. The geopotential heights for that area were 200 m 

lower than the average May values.  

Our results indicated that there were two PC patterns that were most common for tornado outbreaks 

in May. To test the robustness of this outcome, we performed the same PC analysis and congruence 

coefficient testing for all four domains. We identified the same two patterns across all domains, 

though with different values for the congruence coefficients (Appendix B). In addition, to help 

validate the results from the PC analysis, we applied two clustering methods: hierarchical 

clustering and silhouette clustering. Figure 15 displays results from the agglomerative hierarchical 

clustering method using a cluster dendrogram.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 15. Plot of 87 tornado outbreaks for May clustered using hierarchical clustering method for Domain 3. Circles 

depict two distinct groups. The y-axis refers to the Euclidean distance calculated using method of average linkage.  
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The hierarchical clustering identified two distinct groups. One cluster consisted of 29 tornado 

outbreaks (Fig. 15, smaller circle), with the smallest dissimilarity between outbreaks 28 and 44. 

Outbreak 28 (Fig. 16, left) occurred on 6 May 1967, only 5 days after the occurrence of the 

outbreak 27 (described in the first PC pattern above). Outbreak 28 affected Alabama, Georgia, 

Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky with seven tornados: six F2 and one F3. The 

outbreak lasted from about 1800 CST to about 0600 CST the following day. There was one fatality 

and 31 people were injured. Outbreak 44 (Fig. 16, right) occurred on 9 May 1981 in Texas. It 

started at 1200 CST and finished 6 hours later, initiating 9 tornados: seven F2 and two F3. There 

were no reports of fatalities or injuries. The 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies patterns for 

both outbreaks were characterized by a long-wave trough with negative anomalies extending 

southward from south-central Canada to the central U.S. In both cases, the tornado outbreaks 

occurred southeast of the trough center. Additionally, the trough was accompanied by two centers 

of positive anomalies –– over New England and the northwestern part of the domain.  

 

 

Fig. 16. Tornado outbreaks number 28 (left) and number 44 (right), identified as those most representative (least 

dissimilar) within the first group in the hierarchical clustering. Displayed are the 500-hPa height anomalies 
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(contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major tornado outbreak (blue 

outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 

The second group identified by the hierarchical method was composed of 51 tornado outbreaks 

(Fig. 15, bigger circle). The smallest dissimilarity was for tornado outbreaks 18 and 19. These 

outbreaks, however, occurred on two consecutive days (6 and 7 May 1961, respectively). The 500-

hPa geopotential heights anomaly pattern for both days look almost the same (Fig. 17).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17. Tornado outbreak number 18 (left) and number 19 (right) on two consecutive days. Displayed are the 500-

hPa height anomalies (contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major 

tornado outbreak (blue outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 

Therefore, effectively both outbreaks depict only one pattern that progressed in 24-hour time 

frame. Accordingly, the next smallest dissimilarity was for tornado outbreaks 41 and 49 (Fig. 18), 

selected as most representative. Tornado outbreak number 41 occurred on 20 May 1977 from 1500 

CST to 0000 CST. There were 10 tornadoes (seven F2, three F3) that affected Oklahoma and 

Texas, with three people injured. Tornado outbreak 49 occurred in Texas on 12 May 1982 and 
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injured 13 people. The outbreak started around 1500 CST and ended about 0000 CST. Both 

outbreaks were characterized by long-wave positive anomalies spreading from Hudson Bay to the 

Gulf of Mexico and a long-wave trough with negative anomalies from the northwest U.S. through 

the central part of the country. Both outbreaks occurred southeast of the trough center. Similarly, 

this pattern was identified by the PC analysis as the second pattern. 

 

Fig. 18. Tornado outbreak number 41 (left) and number 49 (right) identified as most representative (least 

dissimilarity) for the second group in the hierarchical clustering. Displayed are the 500-hPa height anomalies 

(contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major tornado outbreak (blue 

outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 

 

Finally, the last method used to identify mid-tropospheric patterns associate with major tornado 

outbreaks was silhouette clustering. As noted above, the novelty of that method is that, unlike PCA 

and hierarchical clustering, it could identify cohesion within each cluster. All 87 May tornado 

outbreaks were grouped into clusters based on the average silhouette scores (Fig. 19). Then, we 

calculated a silhouette value for each outbreak in the cluster. The higher the silhouette value, the 

more cohesion there was between the outbreak and the whole cluster.  
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Fig. 19. Average silhouette score plot used to determine the number of clusters for the silhouette clustering. 

 

As depicted in Fig. 20, silhouette clustering also identified two distinct groups of similar tornado 

outbreaks. The first group consisted of 47 tornado outbreaks, with the highest silhouette score 

(0.358) represented by outbreak 28. (The same tornado outbreak was identified and described in 

the hierarchical clustering method.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20. The silhouette plot with two separate clusters: the top comprised 47 tornado outbreaks, the bottom 

comprised 40 tornado outbreaks. The average silhouette score for cluster 1 was 0.21 and for cluster 2 was 0.20. 
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The second group consisted of 40 tornado outbreaks. The most representative was outbreak 20 

(silhouette score of 0.357). This outbreak started at 1500 CST on 28 May 1962 and ended at  

3000 CST the following day. It included 11 F2 tornadoes across Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, 

Illinois, and Missouri. According to the SPC database, five people were injured. The 500-hPa 

geopotential height anomaly pattern for the outbreak 20 was similar to those of outbreaks 11, 41, 

and 49 (previously described). Namely, it was characterized by a long-wave trough with negative 

anomalies from the northwest U.S. through the central part of the country, with a closed contour 

over Arizona and New Mexico. Both of the patterns resulting from silhouette analysis were 

consistent with results obtained from the PC and hierarchical analyses, where tornado outbreaks 

28 and 20 represented the first and second patterns, respectively (Fig. 21). 

 

Fig. 21. Tornado outbreaks 28 (left) and 20 (right), identified as most representative (highest silhouette values) for 

the first and second group, respectively, in the silhouette clustering analysis. Displayed are the 500-hPa height 

anomalies (contours, in meters), the KDE cluster that represented the geographical extent of this major tornado 

outbreak (blue outline), and the center of the tornado outbreak (red triangle). 
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4. Conclusion and Discussion 

This research identified large-scale patterns in 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies associated 

with major tornado outbreaks in the United States for May from 1950 to 2011. Tornadoes rated F2 

and higher (i.e., significant tornados) were grouped into 24-hour periods and clustered into tornado 

outbreaks using kernel density estimation. Major tornado outbreaks were defined as outbreaks with 

seven or more significant tornados, resulting in 87 major tornado outbreaks for May. Based on 

temporal characteristics of those outbreaks (i.e., start time and location obtained from the KDE 

analysis), corresponding 500-hPa geopotential heights were obtained from the NOAA-CIRES 

Twentieth Century Reanalysis.  

Through several statistical tests (principal component analysis, hierarchical clustering, and 

silhouette clustering), we concluded that there were two main atmospheric patterns associated with 

major tornado outbreaks in May. The first pattern was characterized by a long-wave, positive-tilt 

trough of strong negative anomalies in 500-hPa geopotential heights extending southward from 

south-central Canada through the north-central U.S. (Fig. 22). Additionally, two regions of high 

anomalies were localized over New England and in the far northwestern part of the domain. The 

second pattern was characterized by a long-wave, strong negative-tilt trough of negative anomalies 

extending from southwestern parts of British Columbia and Washington to north-central Mexico, 

with a closed low over Arizona and New Mexico. It was accompanied by a long-wave trough of 

positive anomalies spreading from Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes southward towards Florida 

and the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 22). Both patterns were consistently identified through all statistical 

methods used in this research.  
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Fig. 22. The 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies (in meters) with tornado outbreaks in May: composite map of 

tornado outbreaks specified as most representative for the first (left) and second (right) pattern across all  

statistical methods.  

 

All tornado outbreaks mentioned in this research were found to occur east-southeast from the mid-

level trough axis, which was consistent with previous case studies on synoptic characteristics 

associated with the tornado outbreak occurrence [51-53]. The negative anomalies associated with 

the trough indicated much lower geopotential heights than the average values for May (see Chapter 

3, section 3: Results). On the contrary, areas with the positive anomalies indicated higher than 

average values of geopotential heights for May. Because geopotential-height surfaces are low in 

colder air masses and high in warmer ones, similar patterns to the geopotential height anomalies 

may be found in 500-hPa temperature fields. To verify this hypothesis, however, an additional 

analysis of the mid-tropospheric temperature fields for the same tornado outbreaks would be 

required. This step might serve as a future point of departure for pattern identification and 

comparison of results between various atmospheric fields.  
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This research is novel not only because it is a successful case of tornado outbreak pattern 

identification, but more importantly, it obtained consistent and robust results across three 

independent statistical methods. However, there are few limitations to this work. First, although 

two patterns were found that were associated with major tornado outbreaks, we did not examine 

whether they also occur without association with severe weather (null cases). Future work needs 

to address this issue to determine the uniqueness of these two patterns to major tornado outbreaks.  

Another limitation of the study was that the 6-hourly 500-hPa geopotential height fields 

represented one ‘frozen’ snapshot of an evolving convective situation. It is possible that the chosen 

snapshots do not depict the state of the atmosphere at the best time during the evolution of each 

individual outbreak. Similarly, a different reanalysis dataset with higher temporal or spatial 

resolution may be more suitable to represent the 500-hPa geopotential height fields. Datasets with 

hourly resolution, however, will be first available for use in 2020 (ERA5 from European Centre 

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [54]).  

Following from this study, future research will include the identification of patterns for other 

months, perhaps resulting in more pattern types. Results possibly may open a pathway for 

improvements in tornado outbreak prediction across a portion of the sub-seasonal timescale. In 

addition, we intend to determine if these patterns are well represented in the historical dataset of a 

global climate model and, if so, study how these patterns may change with future climate change. 
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Chapter IV: Conclusion 

 Major tornado outbreaks have created billions of dollars in damages and caused death, 

injury, or distress to thousands of people. Throughout the historic record, numerous studies have 

been conducted to help society mitigate risks associated with the destructive power of tornado 

outbreaks. Accordingly, this study aimed to improve understanding of some atmospheric 

characteristics associated with tornado outbreaks. Considering the ambiguity of the term ‘tornado 

outbreak,’ the initial process of tornado outbreak identification required extensive review of the 

literature. The diversity of definitions and classifications found in research conducted over past 

few decades was extensive. The choice of an approach to specify a ‘tornado outbreak’ was found 

to be dependent upon the investigator’s research purpose and technologies that were available for 

a particular time.  

Our study offered a data-driven approach to define tornado outbreaks. Groups of tornado 

outbreaks were determined based on the Storm Prediction Center severe weather database, which 

contains tornado reports from 1950 to 2017. All significant tornados (F2 and higher) were grouped 

into 24-h periods, from 0600 CST to 0559 CST, and then assigned into clusters using kernel density 

estimation (KDE) analysis. Our research resulted in 4,991 clusters of significant tornados. Then, a 

threshold of seven or more tornados in a tornado outbreak was applied to obtain major tornado 

outbreaks. As a result, 333 major tornado outbreaks were found to occur east of the Rocky 

Mountains over the 68 years of the analysis. The total count of major tornado outbreaks by month 

indicated that the most outbreaks occurred in May (89 outbreaks) and April (79 outbreaks). Not 

surprisingly, the analysis indicated a second tornado outbreak season, with the seasonal peak of 

tornado outbreaks in November (26 outbreaks) and December (18 outbreaks). Further, according 
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to the results, it can be expected to see on average 4 to 5 major tornado outbreaks a year, one of 

which would possibly occur in May.  

This study offered one of many possible statistical approaches that can be applied to 

quantify tornado outbreaks. The advantage of our approach is that it can be adapted to different 

purposes of tornado outbreak quantification by a change in either KDE parameters or the threshold 

value indicating the number of tornados to retain. An example of such research would be the 

statistical comparison of different threshold values for the yearly frequency distribution of tornado 

outbreak clusters, providing new information regarding changes in the number of major tornado 

outbreaks over time.  

The results of our KDE analysis were used to initiate an analysis of 500-hPa atmospheric 

patterns which are associated with major tornado outbreaks. Based on temporal characteristics of 

major tornado outbreaks, corresponding 500-hPa geopotential heights were obtained from NOAA-

CIRES Twentieth Century Reanalysis. Applying three independent statistical tests –– PCA, 

hierarchical clustering, and silhouette clustering, we concluded that there are two main 

atmospheric patterns associated with major tornado outbreaks in May. Both patterns were 

characterized by the occurrence of strong negative anomalies in 500-hPa geopotential heights.  

The first pattern had a long wave of strong negative anomalies that extended over the 

central part of the U.S. The second pattern extended from southwestern parts of British Columbia 

and Washington to north-central Mexico. In both cases, tornado outbreaks were found to occur 

east southeast of the mid-level trough axis. The negative anomalies associated with the trough 

indicated much lower geopotential heights than the average values for May.  

One limitation of this study is that the atmospheric fields were selected according to  

a specific group of selected events, namely tornado outbreaks. It is possible that the identified 
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patterns occurred also during times with no severe weather. Further, the ’frozen’ snapshot of  

500-hPa geopotential height fields used in this study may not be adequately capturing the evolving 

convective situation associated with tornado outbreaks. A higher temporal resolution reanalysis 

dataset, such as an hourly estimate of geopotential heights, may be more suitable to determine the 

accurate snapshots.   

 Finally, future research related to this study can focus on the identification of patterns for 

the remaining months, especially April, November, and December. In addition, it would be 

important to compare the April results with the patterns found for May and, ultimately, with 

patterns found for the second tornado outbreak season (Oct-Dec). This analysis potentially could 

result in more pattern types, depending on season, and possibly could open a pathway for 

improvements in tornado outbreak prediction across a portion of the sub-seasonal timescale. 
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Appendix A:  
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1. Domain #1: “wide CONUS domain” (west =-140, east=-60, north=55, 

south=20) 

 

Eigenvalues: 189554.609, 82591.278, 55912.567, 40734.653, 33934.277, 30900.772,  

19705.997, 13183.753, 11753.130, 8070.31  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. B.1.1. Plot of first 10 eigenvalues for the “wide CONUS domain.” 

- lower limit of 3rd PC: 47435.13 

- upper limit of 4th PC: 46910.83 

- variance explained with first 3 eigenvalues: 61% 

 

 

Tab. B.1.2. Absolute value of congruence coefficients for the first 10 loadings for the “wide 

CONUS domain.”

Number of 

loadings

Varimax min Varimax mean Promax min Promax mean

2 0.862 0.908 0.819 0.876

3 0.906 0.933 0.890 0.912

4 0.749 0.865 0.782 0.862

5 0.467 0.814 0.572 0.787

6 0.576 0.810 0.542 0.751

7 0.574 0.810 0.538 0.743

8 0.720 0.829 0.663 0.817

9 0.739 0.834 0.674 0.793

10 0.708 0.817 0.674 0.786
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Fig. B.1.3. The Varimax and Promax transformation for two loadings in the “wide CONUS 

domain.” 

 

 

Fig. B.1.4. The Varimax and Promax transformation for three loadings in the “wide CONUS 

domain.”
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Fig. B.1.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “wide CONUS domain.” 

Fig. B.1.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “wide CONUS domain.” 

 

Fig. B.1.6. Silhouette clustering for the “wide CONUS domain.” Clustering process removed 43 

tornado outbreak cases. 
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2. Domain #2: “CONUS domain” (west =-126, east=-66, north=50, south=25) 

 
Eigenvalues:  249697.584 , 55737.826, 40726.019, 37122.382, 27109.314, 15595.254, 

12542.208, 9426.251, 5777.527, 4863.220  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. B.2.1. Plot of first 10 eigenvalues for  the “CONUS domain.” 

 
- lower limit of 2nd PC: 47286.88 

- upper limit of 3rd PC: 46900.88 

- variance explained with first 2 eigenvalues: 63 % 

 

Tab. B.2.2. Absolute value of congruence coefficients for 10 loadings for the “CONUS domain.”

Number of 

loadings

Varimax min Varimax mean Promax min Promax mean

2 0.956 0.968 0.881 0.885

3 0.860 0.916 0.797 0.844

4 0.688 0.852 0.700 0.810

5 0.571 0.807 0.673 0.757

6 0.498 0.761 0.506 0.714

7 0.467 0.787 0.429 0.692

8 0.432 0.758 0.380 0.664

9 0.261 0.686 0.403 0.645

10 0.379 0.689 0.431 0.642
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Fig. B.2.3. The Varimax and Promax transformation for two loadings in the “CONUS domain.” 

 

 

 

 

Fig. B.2.4. The Varimax and Promax transformation for three loadings in the “CONUS domain.”
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Fig. B.2.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “CONUS domain.” 

 

Fig. B.2.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “CONUS domain.” 

 

Fig. B.2.6. Silhouette clustering for the “CONUS domain.” Clustering process didn’t remove any 

of tornado outbreak cases.
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3. Domain #3: “eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains domain” (west =-108, 

east=-70, north=50, south=25) 

Eigenvalues: 296194.628, 61303.225, 33378.155, 20412.775, 16058.685,  10760.443, 9126.230, 

5395.720, 3718.753, 2351.944  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. B.3.1. Plot of first 10 eigenvalues for  the “eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains domain.” 

- lower limit of 3rd PC: 28317.37 

- upper limit of 4th PC: 23507.75 

- variance explained with first 3 eigenvalues: 83 % 

 

 

Tab. B.3.2. Absolute value of congruence coefficients for 10 loadings for the “eastern U.S. + 

Rocky Mountains domain.”

Number of 

loadings

Varimax min Varimax mean Promax min Promax mean

2 0.978 0.987 0.908 0.948

3 0.968 0.977 0.926 0.932

4 0.499 0.839 0.430 0.745

5 0.510 0.812 0.460 0.729

6 0.443 0.742 0.430 0.670

7 0.198 0.661 0.279 0.611

8 0.255 0.617 0.335 0.573

9 0.021 0.577 0.174 0.514

10 0.038 0.534 0.028 0.473
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Fig. B.3.3. The Varimax and Promax transformation for two loadings in the “eastern U.S. + 

Rocky Mountains domain.” 

 

 

Fig. B.3.4. The Varimax and Promax transformation for three loadings in the “eastern U.S. + 

Rocky Mountains domain.”
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Fig. B.3.5 Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains 

domain.” 

 

Fig. B.3.6. Silhouette clustering for the “eastern U.S. + Rocky Mountains domain.” Clustering 

process didn’t remove any of tornado outbreak cases.
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4. Domain #4: “Great Plains domain” (west =-104, east=-82, north=46, 

south=28) 

Eigenvalues: 256469.3606, 65726.8735, 19631.2635, 12140.2611, 8721.3181, 

3465.4789, 2609.0898, 1837.9418, 1596.3105, 915.8781  

 
Fig. B.4.1. Plot of first 10 eigenvalues for the “Great Plains domain.” 

- lower limit of 3rd PC: 16654.78 
- upper limit of 4th PC: 13980.96 
- variance explained with first 3 eigenvalues: 91 % 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tab. B.4.2. Absolute value of congruence coefficients for 10 loadings for the “Great Plains 

domain.”

Number of 

loadings

Varimax min Varimax mean Promax min Promax mean

2 0.994 0.995 0.947 0.952

3 0.815 0.876 0.729 0.832

4 0.384 0.793 0.491 0.743

5 0.422 0.751 0.511 0.748

6 0.309 0.657 0.446 0.683

7 0.067 0.583 0.314 0.627

8 0.074 0.534 0.109 0.569

9 0.041 0.481 0.056 0.516

10 0.104 0.495 0.299 0.560
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Fig. B.4.3. The Varimax and Promax transformation for two loadings in the “Great Plains 

domain.” 

 

 

 

Fig. B.4.4. The Varimax and Promax transformation for three loadings in the “Great Plains 

domain.”
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Fig. B.4.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “Great Plains domain.” 

Fig. B.4.5. Dendrogram from Hierarchical clustering for the “Great Plains domain.” 

 

Fig. B.4.6. Silhouette clustering for the “Great Plains domain.” Clustering process didn’t remove 

any of tornado outbreak cases.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


